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ABSTRACT

The thesis p~esents paleomagnetic ~esults of

volcanic ~ocks of lowe~ Te~tia~y age f~om Nai~obi a~ea.

The ~ock units sampled fo~ the study a~e the. Limu~u

t~achytes (1.72 my), Nai~obi phonolites (5.2 my), Ngong

basalts (5.3 my) and Mbagathi phonolitic t~achytes (5.7

my) . Alte~nating field demagnetization technique was used

in isolating the p~ima~y component of the natu~al

~emanence of the samples. The cleaned mean di~ections

have been classified as no~mal, inte~mediate o~ reve~sed.

The mean intermediate direction for th~ Ngong basalts is

calculated at declination D = 84.50, Inclination I = 0.80
. 0= 23.8). The Limuru trachytes, the Mbagathi

phonolitic t~achytes and the Nairobi phonolites each gave
~.

mixed di~ections of intermed~~t~.and- --,-,..-
The mean inte~mediate and ~~vers~d

~eve~sed pola~ities.

di~ections fo~ the

Limu~u t~achytes oa~e calculated at D = 99.8 , I = 22.650

o
( a 95"'1-.2) and D = 171.50

, I = 14.930 ~espectively; fo~

the Mbagathi phonolitic t~achytes the meanr ,. inte~mediate

and reversed di~ections are calculated at D o= 73.71 ,

I and D = 151.10
, I =

~espectively while for Nai~obi phonolites the

mean inte~mediate and reversed di~ections a~e calculated

at D o= 251.0 , 1= 0.10 and oD = 169.6 ,

= ~espectively. The corresponding

paleomagnetic poles for all the ~ock fo~mations have also
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been evaluated. The mean paleomagnetic pole for the Ngong

basalts is computed at 125.00E, O.930N (A9S=16.20). The

Limuru trachytes gave poles at 114.730E , 9.820S(om=1.23°,

op=O.650) and 88.90E, 79.30S from the intermediately and

reversedly magnetized mean directions; Nairobi phonolites

gave 126.490E,
op=4.80) from its intermediate and reversed mean

directions while the Mbagathi phonolitic trachytes yielded

corresponding poles for the intermediate and reversed mean

op=12.530) and

op=12.0o) respectively. A

tentative magnetostratigraphy of the~e'rocks of Nairobi

area, based on their polarity, has been suggested. An

attempt has been made to correlate this •

magnetostratigraphy of Nairobi area with other
,...-

stratigraphic columns from other areas of Kenya. Optical
. ~ ... ~-- '"

petrological analysis was also carried out on specimens of

various sites of t he Juni t s . The results indicate that

titanqm~gnetite grains are the principal carrier of the

natural remanence. The low coercivity of the natural

remanence exhibited by some rock units is believed to be

due to the multi-domain nature of the titanomagnetite

grains.
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